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The cholinergic neurotransmitter system has been proposed to be involved in the processing of probabilistic top-down information

provided by endogenous cues in location-cueing paradigms. It has been shown that the behavioral and neural effects of a nicotinic

cholinergic stimulation resemble the effects obtained by manipulating the validity of the spatial cues: enhancing cortical nicotine levels and

decreasing cue validity both reduce the reaction time difference between invalidly and validly cued targets (ie, the ‘validity effect’) as well

as neural activity related to attentional reorienting in parietal brain regions. In the present study, we investigated whether the behavioral

and neural effects of nicotine in location-cueing paradigms are dependent upon different a priori cue validities. Twenty-four subjects were

investigated in a double-blind placebo-controlled between-subject design with functional magnetic resonance imaging. Nicotine was

administered to non-smoking volunteers via polacrilex gums (Nicorettes, 2 mg) before performing a location-cueing paradigm with valid

and invalid cues in the context of 90 and 60% cue validity in the MR scanner. Nicotine significantly reduced the validity effect in the 90%

but not in the 60% cue validity condition. Fronto-parietal and cingulate regions showed stronger nicotinic reductions of reorienting-

related neural activity in the high than in the low cue validity condition. Our data reveal an interaction effect between the pharmacological

and cognitive modulation of attentional reorienting, which is evident at both a behavioral as well as the neuronal level.
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INTRODUCTION

The cholinergic agonist nicotine has been shown to improve
a variety of attentional processes in smoking and non-
smoking human subjects (for a review, see, eg, Newhouse
et al, 2004 or Rezvani and Levin, 2001). One attentional
function that is regarded to be mediated by cholinergic
neurotransmission is reorienting of visuospatial attention
(Posner and Fan, 2004). Attentional reorienting can be
investigated in location-cueing paradigms when misleading
advance information is provided by a spatially invalid cue.
The difference in reaction times (RTs) to invalidly and
validly cued targets is termed the ‘validity effect’ and is used
as a behavioral measure for attentional reorienting. Human
and animal evidence suggest that nicotine improves
reorienting of attention, as it was shown that nicotinic
cholinergic stimulation reduces RTs to invalidly cued
targets resulting in a reduction of the validity effect (Witte
et al, 1997; Murphy and Klein, 1998; Thiel et al, 2005;

Phillips et al, 2000; Stewart et al, 2001; see, however, Griesar
et al, 2002).
Yu and Dayan (2005) recently proposed that the

neurotransmitter acetylcholine signals ‘expected uncer-
tainty’, that is, the degree of unreliability of predictive
relationships. Their model suggests that the reduction of the
validity effect under nicotine is due to reduced reliance on
top-down information provided by the cue. In other words,
it is proposed that nicotine reduces the degree to which the
spatial cue can be trusted and thus suppresses the use of the
cue for attentional allocation. Thus, the behavioral effect of
nicotine in location-cueing paradigms resembles the effect
obtained by manipulating cue validity (ie, the ratio between
valid and invalid trials): prior work has shown that
decreasing cue validity increases RTs to validly cued targets
and decreases RTs to invalidly cued targets (Jonides, 1980;
Eriksen and Yeh, 1985; Madden, 1992; Riggio and Kirsner,
1997). Interestingly, this cognitive modulation of attentional
reorienting has been observed in studies using peripheral
cue stimuli, which are thought to elicit automatic (exogen-
ous) attentional orienting (Eriksen and Yeh, 1985; Madden,
1992) as well as centrally presented cue stimuli inducing
voluntary (endogenous) attention shifts (Jonides, 1980;
Riggio and Kirsner, 1997; Vossel et al, 2006). Regarding
the pharmacological modulation (ie, the nicotine-inducedReceived 7 February 2007; revised 6 May 2007; accepted 8 May 2007
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reduction of the validity effect), existing animal and human
studies have employed central predictive (Thiel et al, 2005),
peripheral predictive (Witte et al, 1997; Murphy and Klein,
1998; Stewart et al, 2001), as well as non-predictive cues (50%
cue validity; Phillips et al, 2000). However, with regard to
human subjects, it has been shown that nicotine exerts its
effect in paradigms with central predictive but not with
peripheral non-predictive cueing (Meinke et al, 2006)
suggesting that the top-down information about the
cue–target relationship may play an important role in the
pharmacological effect. One could speculate that findings
from animal studies are thus not perfectly transferable to
human research and with regard to the effects of cue validity
manipulations on RTs divergent effects between humans and
animals have indeed been reported (Bowman et al, 1993).
We have previously shown that both the manipulation

of cholinergic neurotransmission and the manipulation of
cue validity modulate reorienting-related brain activity in
parietal and temporo-parietal areas (Thiel et al, 2005; Vossel
et al, 2006). In particular, in these regions, both nicotinic
stimulation and low cue validity reduce neural activity
related to attentional reorienting. The present study aims at
investigating the nicotinic modulation of the validity effect
in conditions of high and low cue validity. We employed a
location-cueing paradigm with valid and invalid trials in the
context of high and low cue validity (90 and 60%) and
investigated reorienting-related neural activity under pla-
cebo and nicotine. We hypothesized that the modulatory
effects of nicotine should depend on the a priori validity of
the spatial cue with nicotine reducing the validity effect
particularly in the context of high cue validity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

The study was carried out in accordance with the ethical
principles of the World Medical Association (Declaration of
Helsinki). Twenty-six subjects gave written informed
consent to participate in the study. All were right-handed
as indexed by a handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971) and
had no history of neurological or psychiatric disease. To
avoid confounding effects with withdrawal from nicotine all
subjects had to be non-smoking since at least 2 years. No
subject was on medication (except for contraceptives). Two
subjects were excluded from further analysis due to
excessive head movement (43mm) during functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanning. Therefore,
data from 24 subjects were analyzed. To avoid confounding
effects owing to repeated measurements (Hills and Armi-
tage, 1979; Millar, 1983), we used a between-subject design
in which the subjects were randomly assigned to the
nicotine or placebo group, respectively (placebo group: six
male subjects, six female subjects; mean age 25.7 years;
nicotine group: seven male subjects, five female subjects;
mean age 24.3 years). The data of the placebo group has
been reported separately (Vossel et al, 2006).

Drug Administration

Drug administration was double-blinded. The subjects
received either a nicotine polacrilex gum (Nicorettes

2mg, Pharmacia/Pfizer) or a placebo gum with matched
taste (Pharmacia/Pfizer) and chewed it for 30min. They
were instructed to chew once every 3 s. Pulse rate was
assessed and blood samples were taken approximately
25min after drug and placebo administration. Nicotine
blood serum levels were determined after liquid–liquid
extraction using an isocratic high performance liquid
chromatography with a reversed phase microbore column
followed by UV detection. Subjective drug effects were
assessed 20min after drug administration with visual
analogue scales for the three factors ‘alertness’, ‘contented-
ness’, and ‘calmness’ (Bond and Lader, 1974). Moreover, the
subjects completed a symptom checklist asking for known
negative side effects of nicotine.

Stimuli and Experimental Paradigm

We employed a location-cueing task with central predictive
cues (Posner, 1980). Stimuli were projected onto a screen in
front of the participant in the MR scanner with a viewing
distance of approximately 29 cm. Subjects were presented
with two horizontally arranged boxes (4.91 wide and 13.91
eccentric in each visual field). A central diamond (2.51
eccentric in each visual field) was placed in between serving
as a fixation point. Cues consisted of a colored 100ms
brightening of one side of the diamond depicting an
arrowhead pointing to one of the peripheral boxes.
There were two differently colored (green and blue)

spatial cues that predicted the occurrence of the target with
different validity (90 and 60%, respectively). The assign-
ment of cue color (green or blue) and cue validity (90 or
60%) was counterbalanced across subjects. After a variable
cue-target interval of 400 or 700ms, the cue was followed by
the presentation of the target appearing for 100ms in one of
the two lateral boxes. Subjects were instructed to respond as
quickly as possible to the target by a button press with the
index finger of their right hand. Trials were presented
randomly every 1800ms. One-third of the trials were
‘null events’ (Josephs and Henson, 1999) where a baseline
stimulus was displayed, leading effectively to variable
stimulus onset asynchronies (ie, 1800, 3600, 5400ms, so
on). In addition to validly and invalidly cued trials, we
included catch trials in which the cue was not followed by
any target. The experiment consisted of 756 trials includ-
ing 252 null events and lasted for 24min. To prevent
deterioration in fixation ability, the scanning session
included two rest periods of approximately 1min during
which the word ‘pause’ was shown on the display and the
subjects were allowed to close their eyes. Before performing
the task in the MR scanner, the subjects were informed
about the different cue validities and completed a practice
session of 8min.

Data Acquisition

T2*-weighted echoplanar (EPI) images with blood oxygen
level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (matrix size 64� 64, pixel
size 3.12� 3.12� 5mm3) were obtained using a 1.5 T Sonata
MRI System (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Seven hundred
forty-five volumes of twenty-one 4mm thick axial slices
were acquired sequentially with a 1.0mm gap (repetition
time 2.0 s, echo time 60ms). The first five volumes were
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discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects and were thus
excluded from further data processing. To correct for
interscan movement, the images were spatially realigned to
the first of the remaining 740 volumes. The images were
synchronized to the middle slice correcting for differences
in slice acquisition time and normalized to a standard EPI
template volume (resampled to 3� 3� 3mm3 voxels). The
data were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8mm full-
width half-maximum to accommodate intersubject anato-
mical variability.

Statistical Analysis Of Imaging Data

Data were analyzed with Statistic Parametric Mapping
software SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuro-
science, London, Friston et al, 1995, http://www.fil.
ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm2.html) employing a random effects
model. For each subject, seven regressors were defined
comprising four events of interest (validly cued targets in
the context of 90% cue validity, invalidly cued targets in the
context of 90% cue validity, validly cued targets in the
context of 60% cue validity, invalidly cued targets in the
context of 60% cue validity) and two events of no interest
(catch trials, incorrect responses). The event types were
time-locked to the onset of the target by a canonical
synthetic hemodynamic response function (hrf). The pauses
were modeled as blocks (convolved with the hrf) in a third
regressor of no interest. The six movement parameters
(rigid body translation in the x-, y- and z-plane as well as
rotation around the x-, y-, and z-axis) were included in the
design matrix as additional regressors. For each subject,
four contrast images were created (each trial type vs
baseline). These first-level contrast images were entered
into a mixed ANOVA model with the between-subject factor
drug (placebo, nicotine). Inhomogeneity of variance
and correlation of measurement were estimated with a
Restricted Maximum Likelihood (ReML) algorithm. We
focused our analysis on the effects of nicotine on
reorienting-related neural activity dependent upon cue
validity (ie, the three-way interaction of the factors
cueing� cue validity� drug), and used the directed
t-contrast (placebo (90% cue validity (invalid4valid)460%
cue validity (invalid4valid))4nicotine (90% cue validity
(invalid4valid)460% cue validity (invalid4valid))) to
isolate brain regions where nicotine reduces reorienting-
related brain activity to a greater extent in the high as
compared with the low cue validity condition. Activations
are reported at a level of Po0.001 uncorrected and a cluster
threshold of more than three contiguous voxels and are
shown on the mean image of the structural scans of all
subjects. In addition, we correlated the parameter estimates
(beta weights) for the voxel of peak activation in these
regions with blood nicotine levels using Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient.

Statistical Analysis of Behavioral Data

For RT analysis, we used a distributional analysis, fitting ex-
Gauss distributions to individual RT data (Heathcote et al,
2004). As RT distributions are usually not normally
distributed but positively skewed (Heathcote et al, 1991),
this procedure allows a more comprehensive analysis of RT

data and therefore provides a more detailed characteriza-
tion of pharmacological effects than traditional RT mea-
sures, enabling, for example, the analysis of RT variability.
Distributional RT analyses have already been applied in
prior studies using location-cueing paradigms (Gottlob,
2004; Vossel et al, 2006). RTs faster than 100ms (ie,
anticipations) were excluded from the analyses. Ex-Gauss
functions consist of a Gaussian component (with the mean
m and the standard deviation s) and an exponential
component t. Probability density functions were plotted
for the four experimental conditions according to the
following formula:

f ðRTÞ ¼ eðs
2=2t2Þ�ððRT�mÞ=tÞ

t
ffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
ZððRT�mÞ=sÞ�ðs=tÞ

�1

e�ðy2=2Þdy

A 2� 2� 2 mixed ANOVA model with the within-subject
factors cueing (valid; invalid), cue validity (90; 60%), and
the between-subject factor drug (placebo; nicotine) was
calculated for the parameters m, s, and t. Two-sample t-tests
were used to compare the validity effects (m invalid–m valid)
as well as the number of missed responses between the
placebo and nicotine group (in case of the validity effects
a one-tailed significance was used due to our directed
hypothesis of a reduced validity effect with nicotine).
Moreover, we correlated the validity effect as well as the
parameters m, s, and t with blood nicotine level scores using
Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

Eye Movement Control

Eye position was monitored during scanning with an MR-
compatible infrared eye tracker (ASL Model 540, Applied
Science Group Co., Bedford, MA). Eye data were analyzed
with ILAB software (Gitelman, 2002). Artefacts related to
blinking were filtered out. A region of interest subtending
25% of the cue-target distance from the center was defined
as fixation zone. We calculated for each subject and cue
validity condition the amount of time spent in this central
region between cue and target.

RESULTS

Physiological and Subjective Measures

Nicotine significantly increased the pulse rate (placebo
group: 68.872.7 mean7SEM, nicotine group: 78.272.6,
t(22)¼�2.5, Po0.05). Nicotine blood levels could be
determined in 11 of the 12 subjects of the nicotine group
and amounted to 3.5770.4 ng/ml. The data of one sample
was lost due to technical problems. The result is comparable
with a prior study on the effect of nicotine chewing gums on
blood nicotine levels in healthy non-smokers using gums
containing 4mg of nicotine (ie, twice as much as in the
present study). Here, blood nicotine levels amounted on
average to 6.53 ng/ml after 30min of chewing (Nyberg et al,
1982).
There were no significant differences between the two

groups with respect to their subjective ratings of alertness,
contentedness, and calmness. None of the subjects reported
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task-interfering side effects of the chewing gums (like, eg,
manifest feelings of nausea or dizziness).

Eye Movement Data

Eye movement data were reliably recordable in 14 subjects
(six subjects of the placebo group and eight subjects of the
nicotine group) only. Analysis of this data showed that there
were no significant differences in fixation performance
between the 90 and the 60% cue validity condition and the
drug and placebo group, respectively (placebo group:
96.671.8 and 96.871.9%; nicotine group: 93.374.5 and
93.674.3%; all P40.5). Note that in all subjects fixation was
additionally monitored by visual inspection of the partici-
pants’ eyes during scanning.

Behavioral data

Missed responses, anticipations, and false alarms (catch
trials) amounted to 4.3, 0.7, and 6.2% in the placebo and
1.9, 0.5, and 5.6% in the nicotine group, respectively. The
difference in missed responses between the two groups was
not significant (Po0.087, all other P40.4).
The effects of cue validity (90 vs 60%), cueing (valid vs

invalid), and drug (placebo vs nicotine) were tested with
ANOVAs on the parameters of the ex-Gauss RT distri-
bution. Table 1 depicts the parameter m (ie, the mean of
the Gaussian component) for each group and stimulus
condition. We found a significant main effect of cueing
(F(1,22)¼ 64.49; Po0.001) reflecting faster RTs in valid as
compared with invalid trials (ie, the validity effect). The
ANOVA further yielded a cue validity� drug interaction
(F(1,22)¼ 16.09; Po0.001) and a cueing� cue validity
interaction (F(1,22)¼ 6.07; Po0.05). Importantly, the
three-way interaction of cue validity� cueing� drug was
significant (F(1,22)¼ 10.81; Po0.01) reflecting a differential
nicotinic modulation of RTs in invalid trials in the 90 and
60% cue validity condition, respectively. Figure 1 illustrates
this interaction in showing that nicotine specifically
modulated the validity effect in the 90% cue validity
condition (t(22)¼ 1.85; Po0.05).
For the parameter s (ie, the standard deviation of the

Gaussian component of the RT distribution), we observed a
significant main effect of cueing (F(1,22)¼ 12.88; Po0.01)
as well as cue validity� drug (F(1,22)¼ 20.3; Po0.001) and
cueing� cue validity� drug interactions (F(1,22)¼ 14.04;
Po0.001). This finding reflects that nicotine reduced RT
variability in invalid trials in the context of 90% cue
validity, which is illustrated in Figure 2. The ANOVA of the
exponential component of the ex-Gauss function t yielded
significant cue validity� drug (F(1,22)¼ 14.38; Po0.001)
and cueing� cue validity� drug (F(1,22)¼ 12.88; Po0.01)
interactions. This result reflects a steeper decline in the

probability function in invalid trials in the 60% cue validity
condition under nicotine (Figure 2) indicating fewer out-
lying slow RT values.
No significant correlations between the size of the validity

effect and blood nicotine level were observed. Interestingly,
however, blood nicotine levels correlated negatively with the
parameter s in invalid trials in the 90% cue validity con-
dition (r¼�0.68; Po0.05, two-tailed significance) suggest-
ing an association between increases in nicotine and the
consistency of responding in this experimental condition.

Neural Data

We identified those brain regions, which showed stronger
reductions of reorienting-related neural activity (invalid4
valid) in the 90% than in the 60% cue validity condition in
response to nicotine by a directed t-contrast capturing the
interaction effect of the factors cue validity, cueing, and
drug. This contrast revealed activation in temporo-parietal
and parietal brain areas of the right hemisphere. The
averaged parameter estimates (beta weights) for activations
in these brain regions are plotted in Figure 3 to illustrate
BOLD signal changes in these brain areas as a function of
drug, cueing, and cue validity.
Note that the increased BOLD signal in invalid trials in

the 90% cue validity condition under placebo and its
reduction under nicotine mirrors the behavioral data and is
particularly evident near the right temporo-parietal junc-
tion (TPJ) and in the right superior parietal gyrus adjacent
to the intraparietal sulcus. Interestingly, neural activity in
invalid trials in the 60% cue validity condition showed the
reversed pattern in the right angular and superior parietal
gyrus with higher activity in the nicotine than in the placebo
group. In addition, the interaction contrast yielded activa-
tion in right frontal brain regions as well as in a region in
the left anterior cingulate cortex (Figure 3d). A complete list
of all activations obtained is provided in Table 2. Significant
correlations of neural activity with blood nicotine levels
were observed for two brain regions (right precentral gryus
and left middle temporal gyrus) only. Here, the activity in
invalid trials in the context of high cue validity correlated
negatively with the blood levels of nicotine (precentral
gyrus: r¼�0.73, Po0.01; middle temporal gyrus: r¼�0.69,
Po0.05). The latter correlation, however, was mainly
caused by few outlying values.
The reverse contrast yielded one activation cluster in

the left postcentral gyrus (x¼�57, y¼�18, z¼ 30;
Z¼ 3.57, 3 voxels).

Table 1 Behavioral Data. Mean of the Gaussian Component (m)
of the Ex-Gauss Distributions (7SEM)

Valid 90% Invalid 90% Valid 60% Invalid 60%

Placebo 233.076.7 308.0715.9 236.977.2 277.1713.3

Nicotine 241.276.6 289.1713.0 246.2710.1 299.1714.2

Figure 1 Behavioral data. Validity effects for the two cue validity
conditions in the placebo and nicotine group. *Po0.05; **Po0.001.
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DISCUSSION

Using the combination of fMRI and psychopharmacology,
we show that attentional reorienting in the location-cueing
task is influenced by the cholinergic agonist nicotine
specifically in situations of high cue validity. Brain areas
contributing to this effect are right fronto-parietal as well as
left anterior cingulate regions.

Behavioral Data

The behavioral data demonstrate a decrease in the validity
effect in the 90% cue validity condition after nicotine
administration. The significant three-way interaction of
the factors cueing, cue validity, and drug suggests that a
cholinergic facilitation of attentional reorienting is observed
in situations of high cue validity only. Note, that for the 60%
cue validity condition, the magnitude of the validity effect
was numerically even higher under nicotine. Furthermore,
nicotine reduced the variability of RTs to invalidly cued
targets in the context of high cue validity and this effect
correlated with serum nicotine levels. Moreover, we
observed a tendency towards fewer missed responses under
nicotine.
Decreased RT variability and omission rates in response

to nicotine have also been reported in a study using the
Continuous Performance Test (CPT, Conners, 1995), which
assesses sustained attention abilities (Levin et al, 1998).
Although sustained attention is required for successful
performance in location-cueing paradigms and presumably
affects RT variability and missed responses, our results

cannot solely be explained by increases in sustained
attention. In particular, we did not observe a general
speeding of RTs in the nicotine group. RTs in valid trials
in the 90 and 60% cue validity condition as well as RTs
in invalid trials in the low cue validity condition were
numerically even higher in the group receiving nicotine
(Table 1). However, as invalid trials occur per definition less
frequently in a high than in a low cue validity condition, one
could still argue that the observed nicotinic effect depends
on stimulus frequency rather than on reorienting processes.
Evidence against a dependence of the effect of nicotine on
stimulus frequency is provided by a behavioral study
(Meinke, 2006), which demonstrated that a low ‘go
probability’ condition (in which a response is required in
a small proportion of trials only, ie, to infrequent target
stimuli) is not sufficient to evoke a nicotinic reduction of
the validity effect. Our results therefore argue for a specific
modulatory effect of nicotine on attentional reorienting
(Witte et al, 1997; Murphy and Klein, 1998), which strongly
depends on the a priori validity of the spatial cues.
We have previously suggested (Thiel et al, 2005) that the

reduction of the validity effect under nicotine depends on
the size of the validity effect under placebo. In the present
study, we manipulated the size of the validity effect
experimentally by employing different cue validities. Using
such a within-subject manipulation, we were able to show
that nicotine acts specifically in situations in which high
validity effects are present. What determines the size of the
validity effect? Attentional gradient models assume that
processing resources are allocated according to the spatial
cues and that this resource allocation is influenced by the

Figure 2 Behavioral data. Probability density functions for the four experimental conditions in the placebo and nicotine group.
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Figure 3 Coronal (a–c) and sagittal (d) sections through parietal, temporo-parietal, and cingulate brain regions showing cueing� cue validity� drug
interaction effects. (a) Right superior temporal gyrus/TPJ (b) right angular gyrus (c) right superior parietal gyrus/IPS (d) left anterior cingulate gyrus. val90: valid
trials 90% cue validity; inval90: invalid trials in the context of 90% cue validity; val60: valid trials 60% cue validity; inval60: invalid trials in the context of 60%
cue validity.
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validity of the cues (Madden, 1992). In a high cue validity
condition, the resource distribution has a strong peak at the
cued location with only few resources at the uncued location
leading to high validity effects. Conversely, the resource
distribution in a low cue validity condition exhibits a lower
maximum at the cued but more available resources at the
uncued location, decreasing the validity effect. The data
presented here suggest that nicotine promotes cue un-
certainty (Yu and Dayan, 2005), and redistributes the
attentional resources in favor of the uncued location in the
high cue validity condition. This results in speeded target
detection in invalid trials at the cost of target detection in
validly cued trials. Thus, the current data provide further
evidence that nicotine flattens the distribution of attentional
resources in situations where the resource distribution has a
strong peak due to top-down modulation.

Neural Data

The present study aimed at identifying those brain areas
related to attentional reorienting in which neural activity is
differentially modulated as a function of cue validity and

cortical acetylcholine levels (nicotinic cholinergic stimula-
tion vs placebo). In accordance with our hypothesis, we
observed a nicotine-induced reduction of reorienting-
related activity in right parietal brain regions (superior
parietal cortex/IPS and TPJ) in invalid trials in the context
of high cue validity. Both cortical regions are known to play
key roles in attentional processes. The IPS is part of an
orienting network responsible for the voluntary control of
attention, that is, for the top-down selection of stimuli
(Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). The TPJ region on the other
hand is supposed to signal the appearance of unexpected or
unattended events to this orienting network (Corbetta and
Shulman, 2002) and it has been suggested that this
temporo-parietal area is involved in balancing top-down
information and bottom-up sensory input (Serences et al,
2005). Thus, the reduced activity of the TPJ and the IPS
region under nicotine could be the neural mechanism
underlying the behavioral nicotinic effect of a reduced
impact of top-down expectations.
Interestingly, while reducing neural activity in invalid

trials in the 90% cue validity condition, nicotine increased
activity in invalid trials in the 60% cue validity condition in
parietal brain areas (superior parietal cortex/IPS, angular
gyrus). These results might seem inconsistent with the
findings of Giessing et al (2006) showing reduced activity in
areas adjacent to the intraparietal sulcus in invalid trials in
the context of 64% cue validity. One possible reason for
these discrepancies could be the use of two different cues in
the present study. Whereas the study by Giessing et al
(2006) employed one cue type only (ie, cue validity was
manipulated across different experimental blocks), the
task in this study required a matching of cue identity
(green, blue) and cue validity (90, 60%). This could have
emphasized the differences between the two experimental
conditions, thereby possibly promoting the observed
dissociation in the neuromodulatory effects of nicotine in
the two cue validity conditions.
How could the pharmacological modulation of parietal

brain regions be accomplished? Sarter et al (2005) proposed
that the cortical cholinergic fibers emanating from the basal
forebrain project to an ‘anterior attention system’, which
regulates the activity of posterior brain areas and includes
the prefrontal cortex. The present study yielded a
cueing� cue validity� drug interaction in the middle
frontal gyrus within the right prefrontal cortex and within
the left anterior cingulate cortex. It has been suggested that
the anterior cingulate and prefrontal cortex are part of a
system involved in effortful cognitive control, which is
supposed to be mediated by cholinergic neurotransmission
(Sarter et al, 2006). However, the question whether the
anterior cingulate cortex is only involved in the detection of
negative events (like, eg, errors) or rather represents an
instance of control itself remains a matter of debate (Sarter
et al, 2006). Thus, the activation observed could, on the one
hand, be linked to the processing of attentional effort
related to reorienting attention in the two different cue
validity conditions. On the other hand, however, we
observed higher response variability in invalid trials in
the high cue validity condition under placebo. Hence,
provided that the subjects appraised these occasional delays
in responding in this experimental condition as deficient
performance in the task, the activation of the anterior

Table 2 Neural Data. Cortical Regions Showing Stronger
Reductions in Reorienting-Related Neural Activity (Invalid4Valid)
in the 90% than in the 60% Cue Validity Conditions in Response to
Nicotine

MNI coordinates

Region Side x y z Voxels Z score

Frontal

Superior orbital gyrus R 15 54 �15 8 3.98

Middle frontal gyrus R 51 15 45 5 3.67

R 36 60 3 6 3.39

Precentral gyrus R 51 0 24 4 3.65

Temporal

Middle temporal gyrus L �51 �18 �21 3 3.25

Superior temporal
gyrus/TPJ

R 42 �42 15 3 3.60

Parietal

Superior parietal cortex R 18 �60 63 8 3.45

Angular gyrus R 54 �54 36 4 3.24

Occipital

Superior lingual gyrus R 24 �48 3 6 3.57

Other

Anterior cingulate gyrus L �15 30 �6 30 4.53

Hippocampus R 33 �12 �18 6 3.35

White matter R 30 �27 3 4 3.54

Corpus callosum R 3 9 15 9 3.53
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cingulate cortex could as well be attributed to error
detection processes (eg, Menon et al, 2001).
Taken together, our results suggest interaction effects of

the pharmacological and cognitive modulations of atten-
tional reorienting, which can be observed on both a
behavioral and a neuronal level.
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